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Boy meets Girl. Boy realizes she's The One. Boy proposes to Girl. Now what? The Knot Guide
for the Groom is a relationship-saving guide to weddings for guys who think taffeta is a candy
and Jordan almonds is the stripper booked for the bachelor party. With the wisdom and gentle
humor of a big sister, The Knot's Carley Roney distills the rituals and duties of the modern
wedding into a succinct script that even the most clueless guy can follow and possibly enjoy. The
wedding planning process is outlined in just enough detail to inform without causing undue
terror, with emphasis on traditional groom duties such as finding an officiant for the ceremony,
hiring a band or a DJ, and obtaining the marriage license. Extra attention is given to critical
topics such as choosing a bride-approved wedding look (whether tuxedo or beach casual) and
planning a honeymoon she'll enjoy too. Plus, advice on choosing a best man and groomsmen
(and understanding their roles) helps the groom pick a winning team. With an accessible
illustrated handbook format, The Knot Guide for the Groom will turn regular guys into happy
husbands.

About the AuthorCarley Roney is editor-in-chief and cofounder of The Knot, the premier name in
bridal publishing. Since 1996, The Knot has provided advice to millions of couples a year online
at www.theknot.com and in The Knot Wedding Gowns and Weddingpages magazines. Carley
regularly dispenses wedding advice on national television shows such as the Today show,
Oprah , and The View .Cindy Luu is a New York City based illustrator and graphic designer.
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The Everything Groom Book: A survival guide for men! The Knot Book of Wedding Lists: The
Ultimate Guide to the Perfect Day, Down to the Smallest Detail The Groom's Instruction Manual:
How to Survive and Possibly Even Enjoy the Most Bewildering Ceremony Known to Man
(Owner's and Instruction Manual) The Groom's Guide: For Men on the Verge of Marriage The
Knot Complete Guide to Weddings: The Ultimate Source of Ideas, Advice, and Relief for the
Bride and Groom and Those Who Love Them The Everything Mother of the Bride Book: The
Ultimate Wedding Planning Guide for Mom!
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Emily, “Good guide!. Great guide for men who need some wedding help!”

Tim C., “You should buy it.. I was married in September and this book was full of helpful tips.
Some tips are easily found online but I liked throwing this in my back pack to read on the go. My
only recommendation, like with any book, save money and buy used if you can.”

Cheryl Jackson, “Four Stars. gift haven't heard anything back”

M. A., “Worth it!. I recommend this book for any groom out there! I found it indispenable during
our wedding planning......from helpful hints to advice on how to plan a honeymoon.....i bought a
few other books similar to this but this ended up being the only one i really used! GET THIS
BOOK!”

CMH, “My son & his fiance think this book is great!. I ordered this book for my son on his
suggestion. I think he was just kidding but seriously both he and his fiance think it is very helpful
and fun to read.”

A Guy Some where, “Must buy for groom. Read this before the bride... has a ton of solid adivce”

Jenell, “Great buy. Great buy”

The book has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 36 people have provided feedback.
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Language: English
Paperback: 144 pages
Item Weight: 11 ounces
Dimensions: 5.6 x 0.6 x 8.1 inches
Hardcover: 256 pages
Reading age: 13 years and up
Grade level: 8 and up
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